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The Polymer Electrolyte Membrane (PEM) fuel cell model proposed incorporates both analytical and
empirical techniques. The model is based on a comprehensive literature survey and comparative study
of fuel cell modelling from both analytical and empirical perspectives. In addition the analytical data
and experimental procedures required for determining the parameter values used in the proposed
model are specified.
1. INTRODUCTION
Polymer Electrolyte Membrane (PEM) fuel cells are
suitable energy converters for electrical vehicles and
other mobile applications as they can realise high
efficiencies and high power densities. In order to make
best use of PEM fuel cells in practical applications, an
accurate model is required to simulate the fuel cell
performance in system design.
This paper is significant in that it provides a
comprehensive overview and comparative study ofPEM
fuel cell modelling. Also of significance is the proposed
model, which is particularly targeted for the engineering
design and application of PEM fuel cells. The
nomenclature for this paper is provided in the appendix.
2. FUNDAMENTAL OPERATION
The electro-chemistry of the PEM fuel cell involves the
oxidation of hydrogen at the anode electrode and the
reduction of oxygen at the cathode electrode. Protons
(W) are transported from the anode to the cathode
electrode through the PEM and electrons are carried to
the cathode electrode through an external circuit to
perform useful work. The overall reaction of the PEM
fuel cell is shown below.
102+H2 ~HP (1)
Air is often used to supply the oxygen to the cathode
electrode. Hydrogen is supplied to the anode electrode
by reforming another fuel or by the electrolysis of water.
The PEM is an ion conducting membrane that allows
protons to pass but does not conduct the reactant gases.
Each cell consists of a PEM which is enclosed by an
anode and cathode electrode. In addition each electrode
is also in contact with a gas diffusion backing which in
tum is connected to a bipolar plate. These provide the
fuel cell with an electrical connection and allow the
transport of the reactants gases. To increase the power
output of the system many cells are combined to form a
fuel cell stack.
3. MODEL REVIEW
The steady state performance of the fuel cell stack is
expressed by the polarisation curve, which is a graph of
the voltage versus the load current for a given set of
operating conditions. A steady state model can be used
to predict the polarisation curve, and hence the steady
state performance of the fuel cell stack. The dynamic
performance of the fuel cell stack can be modelled with
an equivalent circuit that incorporates a general solution
of the steady state model.
PEM fuel cell models can be divided into two broad
categories, analytical and empirical. Analytical models
are based on theory while empirical models are based on
experimentation. Unfortunately, PEM fuel cell stacks
are complex systems and are difficult to completely
model analytically. For this reason, in general the
analytical fuel cell models have a theoretical basis while
still holding some empirical features.
Thirumalai and White [1] completed a good sensitivity
analysis on an earlier model [2] to find the most
important operating conditions of the PEM fuel cell
stack. They found that the following factors were
particularly important:
• Gas mass flows (pressure and stoichiometry of the
inlet gases),
• Operating temperature of the fuel cell stack, and
• Relative humidity of the reactant gases, primarily of
the anode gas.
3.1 Analytical Model Review
The analytical models can be classified as either simple
or complex. Simple models examine the operating fuel
cell stack voltage in respect to the maximum theoretical
voltage and the major voltage losses. Complex models
use more detailed techniques and require detailed
information on the materials and makeup of the fuel cell
stack.
3.1.1 Simple Analytical Models
Simple analytical models attempt to classify the
operation of the fuel cell into short equations that reflect
the reversible voltage and any voltage losses. Some
earlier work, for example by Berger [3], provided the
theoretical background and methodology for calculating
the major voltage losses. Other groups aiming to
describe the losses in a simple and accurate model
developed these further. Amphlett et al. have produced
the most comprehensive of these models based on the
Ballard IV PEM fuel cell stack [4,5] and have attempted
to develop this further into a general PEM fuel cell
model [6]. Other models include that of Larminie and
Dicks [7] which include the internal current and a
simplified dynamic performance model of the fuel cell
stack.
3.1.2 Complex Analytical Models
Complex analytical models that address the overall
operation of PEM fuel cells have been reviewed [8,9]. In
general these can only be used by the authors and
require years of expertise in fuel cell modelling. Due to
the complex phenomenon of water management in the
PEM, much time has been spent modelling this specific
aspect [2,10].
The PEM must be hydrated at all times to ensure the
conduction of protons. If the PEM is under hydrated
performance of the fuel cell stack is compromised and
deterioration of PEM results. Non optimal performance
also occurs with flooding ofthe fuel cell stack.
Models on PEM hydration provide insight into the
electro-osmotic effect of water, as well as the overall
water management issues in the PEM fuel cell stack.
3.2 Empirical Model Review
Because of the complexity and interdependence of
variables on the performance of the fuel cell stack an
empirical equation can be used to predict the
polarisation curve. The advantage of this approach is
that it is relatively simple to accurately predict a
particular polarisation curve. The disadvantage of this
approach is that the polarisation curve must be
re-calculated for any change in operating conditions,
such as humidity or temperature.
A landmark empirical equation was presented in 1995
by Kim et al. [II] that gave an accurate prediction of the
polarisation curve without complete consideration for
the electrochemistry. The empirical equation is given
below, and has been used to model the polarisation
curve for various types ofPEM fuel cells [12,13].
Veell = Vox - Rcell.d - bK In(j) - mK expend) (2)
Another type of empirical model was used by Amphlett
et al. [5]. When the analytical constants were not fully
understood they went about finding an empirical
equation for each parameter and for the entire IR loss.
This technique is used as a supplement to analytical
models and will be used in the proposed model.
Empirical modelling techniques are also used for
developing an equivalent circuit that can model the
dynamic performance of the fuel cell stack. This
technique uses the experimental procedures for current
interruption and Electrochemical Impedance
Spectroscopy (EIS).
4. PROPOSED MODEL
For the application of PEM fuel cell stacks a simple
analytical model is preferred over the other modelling
techniques discussed. Complex analytical models
require information that is not accessible to applicators
of fuel cell stacks. Empirical models although simple
require re-evaluation of the model when operating
conditions are varied.
The fuel cell stack voltage is determined by subtracting
the various voltage losses from the reversible voltage as
shown in equation (3). The main voltage losses are the
ohmic, activation and concentration voltage losses.
Incorporated in these voltage loss terms is an internal
current.
Vs/uek = Vreversible - VohmLOSS - Vue/LOSS - VeonLOSS (3)
These voltage losses result in an operating voltage that
is less than the reversible voltage as shown in the typical
polarisation curve in Fig.l.
4.2 Ohmic Voltage Loss
The ohmic voltage loss relates to the resistance of the
non-ideal electrodes and the resistance to proton flow in
the PEM. The resistance of the electrodes and
connections remain constant in the fuel cell stack
however the resistance to proton flow is not constant. It
changes with the fuel cell stack current and temperature,
and the hydration of the PEM.
An increase in current will increase the fuel cell stacks
4.1 Reversible Voltage overall resistance and an increase in temperature will
decrease it [5,6]. The PEM proton resistance will
The reversible voltage is the maximum ~heore~ical increase slightly as the current is increased because the
voltage of the fuel cell stack. This voltage IS den:ed electro-osmotic water drag will slightly dry the PEM at
from the change in Gibbs free energy. The reversible higher operating currents.
voltage for the PEM fuel cell reaction that produces two
electrons per molecule of fuel [14] is given below. The overall resistance of the fuel cell stack can be
(4) empirically modelled with a first order fit of the current
and temperature of the fuel cell stack [5] as described in
equation (9).
The change in Gibbs free energy varies with different
partial pressures of the hydrogen fuel and the oxidant.
The reversible voltage of one cell at standard
temperature and pressure is 1.229 V. Assuming ideal
gases the reversible voltage at the standard temperature
and varying pressure is shown in equation (5).
Because of the low operating temperature the enthalpy
and entropy of the PEM fuel cell reaction can be An activation voltage loss exists at the anode and
approximated at standard temperature conditions [15] as cathode electrodes however the activation voltage loss at
shown in equation (6). the cathode electrode dominates. Berger [3] defined the
analytical relationship of the exchange current at each
electrode and this was later used by Amphlett et al. [4].
The exchange current for each electrode can be inserted
into equation (10) and the activation voltage loss for
each electrode can be calculated. The total activation
voltage loss is shown in equation (11) and incorporates
the analytical expression for the exchange currents. The
physical meanings for 01, 02, 03, 04, and 05 [4] are shown
in equations (12-16).
(6)
Using equations (5,6) the reversible voltage at varying
temperature and pressure is shown in equation
(7).
r r ,
With pressure in atmospheres and using standard values
for the constants in equation (7) the reversible voltage
reduces to equation (8) given below.
(Y)
4.3 Activation Voltage Loss
The activation voltage loss of the fuel cell stack relates
to the rate of the reactions taking place on the surface of
(5) the electrodes [7]. In 1905, Tafel described the
relationship of the activation voltage loss. This was later








The constants A, F and R are known and nu, n; MnMe"
and Cwo are constants that are initially unknown. The
parameters au, an kuo keo and CprufUn are approximately
constant for the reaction and are assumed constant [4].
4.4 Concentration Voltage Loss
The concentration voltage loss relates to the reduction of
gas concentration in the gas channels. Concentration
voltage loss is usually derived from the Nernst diffusion
layer thickness equation and is called Fick's first law
[14], as shown in equation (17). The dependence of the




An internal current in the fuel cell stack originates from
reactant gases that pass through the PEM without
producing useful work [7]. The internal current is small
and only affects the voltage losses that occur at small
operating currents. The only voltage loss that is
significant at small currents is the activation voltage
loss. If the internal current term is included in the
activation voltage loss described in equation (11) then
•1· 1
Including the internal current results in a model that is
accurate at open circuit condition. Most simple
analytical models are not accurate in the open circuit
condition as they do not include this term.
4.6 Dynamic Performance
The dynamic performance can be described with the use
of an equivalent circuit. The equivalent circuit for the
PEM fuel cell stack is shown in Fig.2. Values of the
resistor and the real part of the concentration impedance
can be found by using the proposed modelling equations
(3,8,9,17,18). The capacitor value and the imaginary
part of the concentration impedance can be found by the
parameter determination techniques described in
section 5.
Fig.2 PEM Fuel Cell Stack Equivalent Circuit [16]
Complex electrode phenomenon exists in the PEM fuel
cell called the charge double layer. This acts as a
capacitor and gives the fuel cell stack a smooth dynamic
voltage output. When the load on the fuel cell stack
changes, the voltage output has an initial ohmic voltage
loss from the resistance of the fuel cell stack and then it
slowly moves to the new voltage.
5. PARAMETER DETERMINAnON
The two main experimental methods for parameter
determination are the current interrupt and
Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy (EIS)
methods. The current interrupt method is the simplest of
these. It is performed by interrupting the current under
constant load conditions.
Often the current interrupt technique is used when the
operating current is low enough so that the concentration
voltage loss is insignificant. The ohmic and activation
voltage losses can be read from the DSO as illustrated in
Fig.3. At higher currents the concentration impedance
can also be determined using this technique .
EIS can be used for more detailed impedance
measurements. During EIS experiments, small
amplitude AC signals (5-20 rnA) of varying frequencies
are applied to the fuel cell stack. This small signal is
applied with a DC bias that is equal to the DC voltage
output of the fuel cell stack. The impedance of the fuel
cell stack is then recorded. Instruments used to record
and analyse these measurements are commercially
available.
During operation, the temperature of the fuel cell stack
and the partial pressures of the reactant gases at the inlet
to the fuel cell stack can be used to determine the
reversible voltage. The ohmic voltage loss and
activation voltage loss can be calculated using the
current interrupt method. The current interrupt method
or EIS method can then be used to determine the
concentration voltage loss.
The ohmic parameters of the fuel model are found by
measuring the resistance of the PEM fuel cell stack
while varying the temperature and current. Shown in
equation (17) is the concentration voltage loss which
must be linearised so that the values of Band tc can be
determined from a single graph for a given set of
operating conditions. The main operating conditions are
the fuel cell stack temperature, as well as the reactant
gas partial pressures, stoichometric ratios and
humidities. These are varied to find their empirical
dependence on Band h. This process must also be done
for the activation voltage loss. When the temperature
and reactant gas concentrations are held constant, the
activation voltage loss can be modified to the form,
va,.,,,,ss = A",a' IO(i+ i, J (19)
'"
This is graphed as a Tafel plot. Curve fitting techniques
using the least squares equations can be used to find the
internal current, the Tafel slope, and the exchange
current of the fuel cell stack. By varying the temperature
and reactant gas concentrations and re-calculating the
parameters of equation (19), the empirical constants of
equation (18) can be determined.
Using the proposed model a polarisation curve for a
500W PEM fuel cell stack was modelled and compared
with experimental data as shown in Fig.4. The
polarisation curve of the experimental data shows that
the current was not high enough to produce any
significant concentration voltage loss.
Fuel Cell Actlvstion loss
"l-o------------~-----------'
Current {AI
Fig.4 Modelled and Measured Polarisation Curve
6. CONCLUSION
This paper gives a detailed review on PEM fuel cell
modelling and describes a proposed model including
parameter determination techniques. The steady state
performance has been accurately described in the form
of a polarisation curve and an accurate fit of
experimental data for the 500W PEM fuel cell stack was
obtained using the proposed model. An equivalent
circuit that describes the dynamic performance of the
fuel cell stack has been given.
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9. APPENDIX
am Charge transfer coefficient of the anode or
cathode electrode
Standard free energy of activation for the
cathode reaction
Standard free energy of activation for chemical
absorption
The molar change in Gibbs free energy of
formation in a reaction
Change in Gibbs free energy per mole at
temperature T and standard pressure
!1h29815K Change in molar enthalpy of formation, STP
!1~29R.15K Change in the molar entropy, STP
Om Empirical coefficients for VaetLOSS
Em Empirical coefficients for VohmLOSS
A Area of each cell in the stack (ern")
B Empirical coefficient for VeonLOSS
bk Tafel slope (mV / decade)
Cd Double layer capacitance
Cm Concentration of H2,02,H20, or total protons
concentration ofPEM
F Faraday's constant
Current of the PEM fuel cell stack (A)
l: Limiting current for the concentration voltage
loss of the PEM fuel cell stack (A)
in Internal current of the stack (A)
io.m Exchange current of the PEM fuel cell stack at
the anode or cathode electrode (A)
j Current density of the fuel cell stack (Azcm')
k.;0 Intrinsic rate constant for the anodic or
cathodic reaction
mk Concentration loss coefficient (mV)
n; Number of electrons transferred per mole of
the electrolysed component of the anodic or
cathodic reaction
Neell Number of cells in the PEM fuel cell stack
nk Concentration voltage loss coefficient
(cm2/mA)
Partial pressure of species m
pm
Po Standard pressure in the pressure units used
R Universal gas constant
Raet Activation equivalent resistance
Rohmie Total resistance of the fuel cell stack (n)
Reel/X Ohmic resistance (Q.cm2)
T Temperature of the fuel cell stack (K)
va Reversible fuel cell voltage at STP
Vox Open circuit voltage of the cell (mV)
VaelLOSS Activation voltage loss (V)
VconLOSS Concentration voltage loss (V)
Vcell Individual cell voltage of the stack (V)
VohmLOSS Ohmic voltage loss (V)
Vreversible Maximum theoretical voltage(V)
V.'lack Measured voltage of the fuel cell stack (V)
Zcon Concentration impedance
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